
Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
10.1  Inch  Andorid  5.1  Car
Navigation DVD-RQ0265E

Got this Pumpkin Android 5.1 Car DVD for my 2012 Mitsubishi L200
Barbarian which has a double din navigation unit fitted as standard.
I was a bit hesitant going from a well known manufacturer to one I don’t
know but I’m glad I did.
From the box that it was delivered in (shiny cardboard shouldn’t have
impressed me as much as it did) and the well protected packaging inside I
was reassured that if they pack it this well they must have faith in
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their products.
Installation will vary from car to car and I already have a reversing
camera attached to my pick up so cut and spliced wires together (is
comical looking at a screen so big reversing as I’m used to a 5.5″
screen).
The look of this Pumpkin Andorid unit  is typically android which I know
and love, it’s fast, has a good EQ system and plays MP4 video files (even
on the move).
My only criticism is on a bright day (not many of them in Scotland) the
screen can be difficult to see by glancing so needs to be focused on and
the volume controls are on the left of the screen, not the right, only an
issue if you are driving a RHD but I’m guessing these are sent all over
the world so the LHD folk probably love that feature.
All in all I’m glad I bought it, great bit of kit �
— by Ross Campbell
Already have Spotify, Pandora, Netflix.
Its fast and really touch responsive.
The first time it takes 30 s to boot but after that its amazing fast.
Audio quality its great and Bluetooth synch is good.
You can customize everything.
It fits perfectly on my Nissan Juke 2014
I was worried because I never used this brand before,
but until now it works amazing.
Radio Reception is +/-
Wi-Fi works perfect so I always use hotspot with my cellphone.
— by Juk
Click to check more Andorid 5.1 Car dvd gps,headrest monitor,back-up
camera and other auto accessories on Pumpkin official website:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
DE site: www.autopumpkin.de
via Blogger http://ift.tt/2deGvzz
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BMW 3 Series E46 M3--RQ1130E

I have just installed the Pumpkin car dvd for BMW E46 today
and can say I am very happy with the results however I have a
couple of things that need mentioning:

No 1.compatibility of the built in harman kardon system as i
thought I would need to rewire all of the speakers however
everything has worked without rearranging of the wires and it
was a straight forward plug in ( business cd).

No 2. the harness plug on the Pumpkin car dvd bmw e46 was very
fiddly and it broke the clip in the BMW car so I had to remove
that for the harness to fit in.
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No 3. problem sliding the unit back into the dash due to the
yellow and black wires running into the fuse block of the
Pumpkin harness. I had to cut the wires and extend them which
eventually gave more space and the unit fitted in perfectly. 

The problem with reverse camera is verry simple you must cut
the wire from reverse camera. The plug from dvd didnt work so
easy but if you try a little bit hard will be plug. I own a
e46 from 2004. And no other problems. No lag no nothing
everithing work proper! 

The buttons and knobs are very well built, the finish is
slightly more glossy than the stock business radio of the E46,
though I suspect part of that is due to aging of the stock
materials. The screen is bright and clear and the touch screen
is very responsive, the colors and sharpness are great.

The bmw dvd gps car radio comes with a .apk installer app so
that you can install any app from the Google Play store from
an SD card, or anywhere else you could find a .apk app. It
also has the Google Play Store app installed on it so if you
use your phone as a mobile hotspot for the on-board wifi or
use a 3G data card in your unit you can download apps directly
from the store.

Over all I am very happy with this Pumpkin unit. Only one
thing I forgot to plug in was GPS Wire which I will leave for
another day.

–by Musa
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Click to check more Andorid 5.1 Car dvd gps for BMW,headrest
monitor,back-up camera and other auto accessories on Pumpkin
official website:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
DE site: www.autopumpkin.de

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2djli8c
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Installation was straight forward, needed to buy a radio
antenna adapter for my 11 plate scirocco as the one supplied
didn’t fit.. All the features I have tried work as they’re
supposed to.. All in all good alternative to the more
expensive branded ones on the market.

— by Gareth

Excellent. I have been reading all other reviews before I
purchased this Pumpkin vw android car dvd gps and I will say,
they are very honest.
It took me about 2 hours to install the vw car dvd player that
includes removing the old one.
Another hour to install reversing camera which is a great
addition to the vw car stereo.
The whole package works superbly. The canbus talks to the car
without any errors. I have a skoda vrs 2009.
The sound quality is on par with the previous head unit.
The 3G dongle works well. Its takes a short time to connect so
be paitent. I am using O2 pay as you go sim. There are others
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you can use. I will add so pictures soon.
Overall I would definatley recommend this unit to anyone
wishing to change there in car entertainment.

— by Dave

Very good radio for car. Cannot say there’s anything it can’t
do apart from make a cup of tea. Very easy to use, very easy
to install. Bluetooth,WiFi and everything working perfect.
Syncs to phone very well not used the reverse camera yet
though as it stands out from a mile away and will probably get
stolen in the places I park my car. Was expecting the camera
to be small but is not. Might be able to drill a viewing hole
in rear bumper and install behind bumper sum time. Bought
extra headrest monitor screens as well for the rear of the car
which are nice and easy to connect to the radio itself. Very
self explanitary all connections can only go in the right
slots so it’s near impossible to install wrong unless you
start cutting wires which is definitely not needed with this
system.first radio I’ve seen that has Google play store on it.
Only problem is I’m more interested in playing with the system
than watching the road,lol

–by Tyrell

Check more Android 5.1 Car gps radio,headrest monitor,rear
camera and other auto accessories on Pumpkin official
websites:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
DE site: www.autopumpkin.de
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via Blogger http://ift.tt/2dg0pxg


